Overarching Values & Goals for the TCC Library Website

Library website primary purpose is for student & faculty use of our Library services and materials, including online education.

Promote and emphasize TCC Library services and materials first to minimize leaving TCC webpage and resources to use non-TCC resources.

Create simple web pages that are visually attractive and concise, with easy, clear, and consistent navigation regarding content, look, and resources.

Design for minimal or no scrolling on web pages, with preferably 1 click, at most 2 clicks away from content or selected page.

For accessibility purposes every effort will be made to adhere to ADA standards and incorporate best practices.

Create effective visual hierarchies that allows users to quickly scan a page: more important items are more prominent & each page of the website is divided into simple and clearly defined areas.

Actual detailed content is kept to a minimum within the homepage and website, listing only specific high priority library information, such as hours.

Have content located in just one place somewhere, and point to this content using a link.

Update the site’s content as frequently as necessary, such as Library News, events and seasonal information, etc., in a convenient-to-use and easy/efficient to manage manner.